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A NEW ERA OF
EXPLORATION
Be among the first to savor a new

era of ultra-luxury expedition travel
combining authentic, exhilarating

adventures in remote destinations
with the uncompromising,

sophisticated amenities of the
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(LONDON)

Join us for our British Isles and Norway
expeditions, as windswept islands,
fascinating wildlife, snowcapped mountains
and majestic fjords unfold over miles of
beautiful coastline. Embark on thrilling
experiences alongside your Expedition
Team: visit vast seabird colonies by
Zodiac®, paddle the waterways around
scenic islands, and explore the underwater
worlds of Scotland and Norway on board
our custom-built submarines. Join us
and be among the first to experience an
ultra-luxury expedition like no other.

BRITISH ISLES & NORWAY
EXPEDITIONS
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TOBERMORY, SCOTLAND

INAUGURAL WILD & ANCIENT BRITISH ISLES
12 DAYS | GREENWICH (LONDON) TO LEITH (EDINBURGH) | APR 10, 2022
DAYS 0-1 | GREENWICH
(LONDON)
The Royal Borough of Greenwich is
part of Greater London, listed as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site for its
maritime history as well as its
connection to the royal family. Spend
your day here exploring the Royal
Naval College, the Royal Observatory
(site of the prime meridian), the
National Maritime Museum and the
museum ships on the riverfront. Then,
find a place on deck as Seabourn
Venture follows the historic Thames
Estuary, toward the North Sea.
DAYS 2-3 | DAY AT SEA &
ISLES OF SCILLY
Though small in size, the Isles of
Scilly pack plenty of beauty, culture
and history onto their shores. Join your
Expedition Team on a Zodiac ® transfer
to visit Tresco, where a local naturalist
will take you for a guided two-hour
walk that will include a visit to Scilly’s
subtropical gem, the Tresco Abbey
Garden. High walls and hedges shield
the gardens from the harsh sea winds,
allowing exotic plants from the
Mediterranean, South America, South
Africa and Australia to thrive.
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DAY 4 | DUBLIN
Historic Dublin, the capital of Ireland, is
rich in tradition and heritage. Divided by
the Liffey and Tolka rivers, the city
boasts beautiful examples of Georgian
architecture set among its numerous
bridges, waterways, and narrow alleys,
making it truly picturesque. Because of
the rich literary past of the city and the
vibrant contemporary literature,
UNESCO has designated Dublin a City
of Literature.
DAY 5 | RATHLIN ISLAND &
PORT ELLEN
Join your Expedition Team on a kayak
paddle to Rathlin Island. The rugged
cliffs house a vast seabird colony

teeming with puffins, guillemots,
kittiwakes, razorbills and fulmars, while
basking sharks, humpback whales,
orcas and seals are regularly seen in
surrounding seas. In Port Ellen, get to
know Scotland’s “Whisky Island” as you
visit one of the island’s celebrated
distilleries, Ardbeg Distillery or
Laphroaig Distillery.
DAY 6 | STAFFA
The tiny island of Staffa is celebrated for
its stunning geology: distinctive hexagonal
columns of basalt that seem to rise from
the sea. Over time, a weakness in the
rock was eroded by fierce Atlantic waves,
creating legendary Fingal’s Cave. Board a
Zodiac® and cruise to the cave, listening
for the melodic sounds of seawater
reverberating against the walls.
DAY 7 | LUNGA & TOBERMORY
Join your Expedition Team for a
world-class wildlife encounter on the
Scottish bird reserve of Lunga, the
largest of the Treshnish Isles. It provides
breeding habitat for several species of
seabirds, including the iconic and
incredibly friendly Atlantic puffins.
Explore the peaceful and picturesque
environment of Tobermory as you join
your Expedition Team for an optional
kayak excursion around Calve Island.

Kirkwall
Copinsay
Stornoway

Am Baile
Lunga
Staffa

Port Ellen
Rathlin Island

Tobermory
Baile
Mòr
LEITH
(EDINBURGH)

North
Sea

Dublin
Thames
River

Hugh Town
St. Mary’s

GREENWICH
(LONDON)

Overnight stay.

DAY 11 | COPINSAY

The archipelago of St. Kilda is one of
Scotland’s six UNESCO World Heritage
sites, inscribed jointly for its natural and
cultural significance. Explore the
remnants of a prehistoric human
settlement dating back at least 4,000
years alongside your Expedition Team
or embark an optional submersible dive
to explore the underwater world near St.
Kilda. Catch a glimpse of seabirds
chasing prey under the surface as well
as unusual geological formations beaten
by relentless storms and seas.

The last residents left Copinsay in
1958, paving the way for the island’s
next chapter as a nature preserve
seabird colony. Explore their habitats
up close on board your trusty Zodiac
or choose an optional kayak
excursion for truly unforgettable
wildlife-viewing opportunities.

DAY 9 | STORNOWAY
Explore “Scotland’s Stonehenge” on
an excursion from Stornoway to the
Callanish Standing Stones, which
date from around 3000 B.C. The
stones stand like a petrified forest on

DAY 12 | LEITH (EDINBURGH)

the flat top of a peninsula that reaches
out into East Loch Roag — a site now
believed to have been chosen for
astronomical observations.
DAY 10 | KIRKWALL
From Kirkwall, venture into “The Heart
of Neolithic Orkney” on a special
UNESCO Partner Tour. Travel through
Orkney’s rich farmland, rolling hills and
moorlands fringed with magnificent
cliffs, as world-famous archaeological
treasures draw closer. You’ll see the
spectacularly well-preserved prehistoric
settlement at Skara Brae, the Ring of
Brodgar stonehenge, the Stones of
Stenness and the fascinating Maeshowe
Tomb — all of which form a UNESCO
World Heritage Site.

Your journey comes to an end in
Edinburgh, but the adventure is far
from over. From Old Town to New
Town, Scotland’s capital is bursting
with prestigious sights, including
Edinburgh Castle, the Palace of
Holyroodhouse, the Royal Mile, the
Scottish National Gallery and Princes
Street Gardens.

Visit
Seabourn.com
for complete fares
and pricing
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BRITISH ISLES & NORWAY
EXPEDITIONS

DAY 8 | AM BAILE (ST. KILDA)

NORTH CAPE, NORWAY

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND

SCOTTISH & NORSE LEGENDS EXPEDITION
12 DAYS | LEITH (EDINBURGH) TO TROMSØ | APR 22, 2022
Storstappen
Island
Svolvær

Norwegian
Sea

North Cape

Skarsvåg

TROMSØ

Trollfjord

Nes

Brønnøysund
Ålesund
Trondheim
Isle of Runde
Isle of Noss
Flåm
Lerwick
Bergen
Mousa
Fair Isle
LEITH

North
Sea

Overnight stay.

SKARSVÅG, NORWAY

CRUISING THE NORWEGIAN FJORDS.* A unique
feature of fjord cruising is the panorama of scenic beauty
and points of interest that unfurl on either side of your
ship. Quaint villages nestle on shore and tiny farms cling
impossibly to mountainsides. Waterfalls tinsel the
slopes, frequently frozen into bizarre sculptural forms.
Your Expedition Team photography and videography
expert will be on deck, offering tips to help you capture
the stunning scenes.

FLÅM, NORWAY
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*On select sailings.

R END ERING OF A F T D ECK A ND SE A BOUR N SQUA R E

BRITISH ISLES & NORSE LEGENDS EXPEDITION
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BRITISH ISLES & NORWAY
EXPEDITIONS

24 DAYS | GREENWICH (LONDON) TO TROMSØ | APR 10, 2022
North Cape
Storstappen
Island
Skarsvåg
TROMSØ
Svolvær
Trollfjord
Nes
Lerwick
Brønnøysund
Mousa Isle of
Trondheim
Noss
Stornoway
Ålesund
Am Baile
Isle of Runde
Tobermory
Flåm
Lunga
Bergen
Staffa
Fair Isle
Baile Mòr
Kirkwall
Port Ellen
Copinsay
Rathlin Island
Leith
Dublin
Thames River
Hugh Town
St. Mary’s
GREENWICH
Norwegian
Sea

Overnight stay.

BAILE MÒR, SCOTLAND

SCOTLAND, NORWAY & SVALBARD EXPLORATION
23 DAYS | LEITH (EDINBURGH) TO OSLO | APR 22, 2022
Monacobreen
Poolepynten

Included air
to OSLO

Longyearbyen
Barents
Sea

Hornsund

Bjørnøya

North Cape

Storstappen Island
Hornvika
Skarsvåg
Tromsø
Trollfjord
Ålesund
Svolvær
Isle of Runde
Nes
Flåm
Brønnøysund
Isle of Noss
Trondheim
Lerwick
OSLO
Mousa
Bergen
Fair Isle
LEITH
Norwegian
Sea

Overnight stay.

ÅLESUND, NORWAY

Combination Cruise fares include savings of up to 5%▾

Visit Seabourn.com for complete fares and pricing
LEGEND:

ZODIAC

KAYAKING

SUBMARINES

ARCTIC FOX

ARCTIC
EXPEDITIONS

Greenland
Sea

The
Svalbard
Experience
Barents
Sea

Baffin
Bay

North
Cape
Davis
Strait

Eqi
Glacier

TROMSØ
Norwegian
Sea

Sermilik
Fjord

Labrador
Sea

Prince
Christian
Sund

OSLO

ST. JOHN’S
Experience the Arctic’s colorful beauty,
from ice-blue glaciers and lush green
tundra to towering peaks blanketed in
white. Awaken each day ready for another
unforgettable adventure: gliding in a
Zodiac® beneath cliffs teeming with
millions of nesting seabirds, threading
a kayak among sculpted icebergs and
observing the whales, walruses, seals,
reindeer, polar bears and more that fill
this remote region with life.
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ARCTIC
EXPEDITIONS

REYKJAVÍK

Beechey
Island

Dundas Harbour
Croker
Pond
Bay
Inlet

Baffin Bay
Davis
Strait

Upernavik
Uummannaq
Qilakitsoq
Eqi Glacier

Ilulissat
Sisimiut
Kangerlussuaq
Lady Franklin
Island
Monumental
Island

Included
air from
REYKJAVÍK

Labrador
Sea

ST. JOHN’S
Overnight stay.

GREENLAND & THE CANADIAN ARCTIC
15 DAYS | REYKJAVÍK TO ST. JOHN’S | SEP 17, 2022
DAYS 0-1 | REYKJAVÍK
Arrive in Iceland’s capital and transfer
to your included overnight hotel
stay at the Radisson Blu 1919.
DAY 1 | KANGERLUSSUAQ
Transfer to the airport for your included
flight to Kangerlussuaq before
transferring to the pier to embark
Seabourn Venture and begin your
Arctic adventure.
DAY 2 | SISIMIUT

booms of their births, and the
unmistakable color of melting ice.
DAY 4 | EQI GLACIER
The grandeur of Greenland’s natural
landscape is epitomized at the over
two-mile-wide face of Eqi Glacier. From
the center of the island, it descends
steadily to become one of Greenland’s
most active calving glaciers. Hundreds
of bergs shear from its ice cliffs daily
while meltwater attracts seals, seabirds
and sometimes whales.

With nearly 5,600 inhabitants,
picturesque Sisimiut is the secondlargest city in Greenland, with a
reputation as a “rough, remote and
real” outdoor adventure hub. The
descendants of Thule people form
the majority of the population, whose
brightly painted houses of red, yellow,
green and blue stand out against a
gray and white landscape.

11

Included charter flight

DAY 6 | UPERNAVIK
The picturesque and colorful town of
Upernavik in the Upernavik Archipelago
marks the most northerly point of our
Greenland voyage. Officially founded in
1772, it was certainly the site of much
earlier Inuit occupation. A Viking
runestone found in 1824 among three
rock cairns on nearby Kingittorsuaq
Island is the most northerly Norse
artifact discovery to date.
DAY 7 | POND INLET

DAY 3 | ILULISSAT
Ilulissat is Greenlandic for “icebergs,”
and that pretty much says it all.
Ilulissat Icefjord is a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, where icebergs
dominate the senses with their austere
white beauty, the rumblings and

mummified in the dry, sub-freezing
climate over 500 years earlier.
Your archaeologist will detail the
significance of these mummies, and
will also explain other remains from
Thule and earlier Dorset cultures.

DAY 5 | QILAKITSOQ &
UUMMANNAQ
At Qilakitsoq in 1972, hunters
uncovered human remains identified
as eight Thule women and children

Cruising ice-speckled Eclipse Sound
against the backdrop of glaciated
peaks, we approach the Inuit town of
Pond Inlet in Canada’s Nunavut
territory. Locals welcome their
infrequent visitors, immersing them in
the community’s rich Inuit culture.
DAY 8 | DUNDAS HARBOUR &
CROKER BAY
Amid a landscape aglow in Arctic
autumn colors is a memento of a ghost

DAY 9 | BEECHEY ISLAND
Few places better embody the
description “barren and lonely” than
Beechey Island, with its treeless,
windswept landscape of gravel ridges
and wide beaches. Polars bears are
sometimes seen on the shoreline, a
poignant reminder of the resilience of
the fascinating creatures adapted to
thrive in the Arctic.
DAYS 10-11 | BAFFIN BAY &
DAVIS STRAIT
Cruising Baffin Bay southward, you’ll
transit a slightly warmer sea area
called the North Water that remains
unfrozen throughout the year. This
crucial Arctic ecosystem sustains
myriad marine animals, providing
surface access for walruses and
beluga, narwhal and bowhead whales,
while polar bears hunt seals along its
ice edge. Next, we enter long Davis
Strait, notorious for extreme currents
created when tidal changes
of up to 60 feet funnel through it.

DAY 12 | LADY FRANKLIN ISLAND
& MONUMENTAL ISLAND
Lady Franklin Island is truly
breathtaking. With imposing cliffs and
rocky shores, the island is a seasonal
home to breeding seabirds, ducks and
walruses. With a bit of luck, we may
see colorful Atlantic puffins and the
small, gray-headed Sabine’s gull here.
Monumental Island hosts nesting
black guillemots on its gray rock
shores. Walruses may also be viewed
hauled out, often with calves, at
numerous spots around the island.
DAYS 13-14 | LABRADOR SEA &
NORTH ATLANTIC
OCEAN
Every year hundreds of icebergs drift
through the Labrador Sea, giving this
area the name “Iceberg Alley.” The
Labrador Sea supports sei, minke and
bottlenose whales. Common seabirds
include pomarine jaegers, great
shearwaters and northern fulmars.
The Grand Banks in the North Atlantic
Ocean is one of the most productive
fisheries on Earth.
DAY 15 | ST. JOHN’S
As Seabourn Venture threads the
“narrows” and enters the inner harbor
of St. John’s, the capital of

ARCTIC
EXPEDITIONS

town, including the 1,000-year-old
stone remains of an Inuit settlement
nearby. To the west, Croker Bay is
a fjord flanked by tabletop mountains
on Devon Island, where polar bears,
seals and a pod of beluga whales
may frequently be seen.
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Newfoundland, the cultural and
traditional flavor of the city quickly
becomes apparent. Here you will
disembark and begin your homeward
journey, taking with you vivid
memories of the remote and
beautiful Arctic realm.

Visit
Seabourn.com
for complete fares
and pricing

ARCTIC SVALBARD SUMMER EXPEDITION
11 DAYS | OSLO TO TROMSØ | MAY 14, JUN 4, 25, JUL 16, 2022
Monacobreen

Greenland
Sea

Longyearbyen

Poolepynten

Note: Svalbard
Experience.
Routing/activity
dependent on
weather and ice
conditions.

Hornsund

Bjørnøya

Barents
Sea

Hornvika/
Skarsvåg

Norwegian
Sea

TROMSØ
Included air from

OSLO

Overnight stay.

ARCTIC SVALBARD SUMMER EXPLORATION

BJØRNØYA, NORWAY

12 DAYS | TROMSØ TO OSLO | MAY 4, 25, JUN 15, JUL 6, 2022
Monacobreen

Greenland
Sea

Poolepynten
Hornsund

Included air
to OSLO

Bjørnøya

Barents
Sea

North Cape

Hornvika/
Skarsvåg

Storstappen
Island
TROMSØ

Norwegian
Sea

Note: routing/
activity dependent
on weather and
ice conditions.

Overnight stay.

SVALBARD – BEYOND THE NORTH CAPE

ATLANTIC WALRUSES

12 DAYS | TROMSØ TO OSLO | JUL 27, 2022
Monacobreen

Greenland
Sea
Poolepynten

Longyearbyen
Hornsund

Sorhamna/
Herwighamna
Norwegian
Sea

North Cape

Storstappen
Island
TROMSØ

Note: Svalbard
Experience.
Routing/activity
dependent on
weather and ice
conditions.

Barents
Sea

Hornvika/
Skarsvåg

Included air to

OSLO

Overnight stay.

LONGYEARBYEN, NORWAY

JAN MAYEN ISLAND

SVALBARD EXPERIENCE.* Rising dramatically from
the Arctic Ocean, the islands of Svalbard offer
exhilarating views of stony peaks, deep fjords and
extraordinary wildlife. Exploring by Zodiac® or kayak or
trekking on the islands themselves, you’ll experience
this unspoiled and breathtakingly beautiful place as
few ever have.
*The Svalbard Experience, on select sailings, is represented by a dotted line on maps.
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SPECTACULAR SVALBARD & GREENLAND
15 DAYS | OSLO TO REYKJAVÍK | AUG 6, 2022
Monacobreen

Greenland
Sea

Longyearbyen

Poolepynten

Note: routing/
activity dependent
on weather and
ice conditions.

Hornsund

Bear
Islands
Røde Ø
Hekla
Havn
Vigur

Included air
from OSLO

Sydkap

Jan Mayen
Island
Ittoqqortoormiit
Norwegian
Sea

REYKJAVÍK

Overnight stay.

LEGEND OF THE ICELANDIC SAGAS

BLUE LAGOON, ICELAND

14 DAYS | ROUND-TRIP REYKJAVÍK | AUG 21, 2022
Kejser Franz Joseph Fjord
Ella Ø/
Blomster Bugt
King Oscar Fjord
Alpefjord
Sydkap
Bear Islands
Greenland
Røde Ø
Sea
Hekla Havn
Ittoqqortoormiit

Vigur
Grundarfjørður
REYKJAVÍK
Heimaey

Akureyri
Seydisfjörður
Papey
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KING OSCAR FJORD

ARCTIC
EXPEDITIONS

MAJESTIC FJORDS OF GREENLAND
15 DAYS | ROUND-TRIP REYKJAVÍK | SEP 4, 2022
Sisimiut

Kangerlussuaq

Maniitsoq
Nuuk

Included air
to REYKJAVÍK
Sermilik
Fjord Denmark

Umivik Bay

Skjoldungen
Brattahlið/ Fjord
Paamiut Itilleq
Tugtutok
Narsaq
Prince Christian Sund
Qaqortoq
Hvalsey Aappilattoq

Strait

REYKJAVÍK
Heimaey

Atlantic
Ocean

Overnight stay.

HEIMAEY ISLAND, ICELAND

ZODIAC ® EXCURSION IN ILULISSAT

HONNINGSVÅG, NORWAY

Visit Seabourn.com for complete fares and pricing
LEGEND:

ZODIAC

KAYAKING

SUBMARINES

ZODIAC ® EXCURSION, ANTARCTICA

ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITIONS

SAN ANTONIO
BUENOS
AIRES

The
Falkland Islands
Experience
The
South Georgia
Experience
16

The
Antarctic
Experience
Weddell
Sea

Words are inadequate to fully describe
Antarctica, but you’ll never forget how this
pristine continent makes you feel. Catch
your breath as a breaching whale casts
up sheets of icy water. Reflect on nature’s
awesome power as you ride a Zodiac®
in the shadow of monumental icebergs.
Stand transfixed as the day’s lingering
golden light clings to snow-clad ranges.
Along the way, let magical moments,
celebratory meals and luxurious
surroundings fill you with delight.

ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITIONS

Drake
Passage

THE GREAT WHITE CONTINENT
11 DAYS | ROUND-TRIP BUENOS AIRES | NOV 24, DEC 4, 2022, JAN 15, FEB 6, 2023

DAYS 0-1 | BUENOS AIRES
Arrive in Argentina’s handsome and
sophisticated capital and transfer to your
included stay at the Alvear Icon hotel
for an overnight.
DAY 1 | USHUAIA
Transfer to the airport for your
included flight to Ushuaia. Nestled
in a bowl of snowcapped mountains on
the banks of Beagle Channel, Ushuaia
greets you with a tapestry of colorful
houses scattered against a rim of
dramatic jagged peaks. It is often
referred to as El Fin del Mundo, the
“end of the world,” and it is the de
facto gateway to Antarctica, where you
will embark Seabourn Venture for your
expedition to the Great White
Continent.
DAYS 2-3 | DRAKE PASSAGE
Your Antarctic voyage truly begins with
crossing the Drake Passage, infamous
for strong currents and winds. In reality,
the strait is often a tranquil “Drake
Lake,” barely disturbed by the ship’s
wake. Your Expedition Team will point
out the noticeable change to Antarctic
waters and identify ever-present petrels
on the waves, albatrosses gliding
just above the sea, and the exciting
appearance of any whales or dolphins.
17

Included charter flight

DAYS 4-8 | ANTARCTIC
EXPERIENCE
You will never forget your first sighting of
Antarctica and its islands. Regardless
of weather conditions, you will find
yourself spellbound by the vision of a
completely unspoiled landscape of ice,
rock and ink-blue sea. During your time
on the Great White Continent, your
Captain and Expedition Leader plan
your itinerary, daily landings, scenic
cruising and exploration operations
to offer you the widest variety of
experiences possible based on
conditions and wildlife reports. The
numbers and concentrations of wildlife
thriving in Antarctica must be seen to
be believed. Your every waking hour is
punctuated with visits to breeding
colonies of different penguin species;
sightings of crabeater, Weddell and
leopard seals basking on ice or
swimming; and watching various
species of whales feeding, breaching or
passing in view. Petrels, skuas, gulls
and other seabirds fill the skies. And
inspiring, panoramic views of mountain
ranges, glaciers and sculpted icebergs
lend a dreamlike quality to every hour.
Antarctica has been a source of
inspiration for as long as humans
have been aware of its existence. For
these five days, you are privileged to

Included air from/to
BUENOS AIRES
Ushuaia
Drake
Passage

Note: Antarctic
Experience.
Routing/activity
dependent on
weather and ice
conditions.

King George
Island
Bransfield Strait

Antarctica Sound
Hope Bay

Gerlache Strait
Paradise Bay
Lemaire Channel

Weddell
Sea
Overnight stay.

DAYS 9-10 | DRAKE PASSAGE
Relax on another crossing of the
Drake Passage. You may share tales
of your personal explorations with
shipmates, some of whom may
become lifelong friends. Expedition
Team members are once again
available to point out birds and any
marine life as you sail northward.
DAY 11 | USHUAIA &
BUENOS AIRES
Monte Olivia towers above Ushuaia,
Argentina, as you approach from
Beagle Channel. You have returned to

one of the southernmost cities on
Earth and re-entered civilization.
Today you will disembark and transfer
to the airport for your included
return flight to Buenos Aires. But
for the rest of your life you may
occasionally experience an emotional
lift simply recalling that such a place
as Antarctica exists.

Visit
Seabourn.com
for complete fares
and pricing

HIGHLIGHT: CHINSTRAP PENGUINS. Feisty little chinstraps are
named for the distinctive band running from a black “helmet” atop
the head to under the neck. They stand about 30 inches (76 cm)
high and make circular nests of (much disputed over) stones.
They feed on krill, small fish and squid, often at great distances
from shore. They are prey for leopard seals at sea, and their eggs
and chicks are vulnerable to air attacks by skuas.
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ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITIONS

experience this truly wild place at a
level of luxury previously unimaginable.

LEOPARD SEAL

PORT STANLEY, FALKLAND ISLANDS

CHILEAN FJORDS & ANTARCTICA
18 DAYS | SAN ANTONIO (SANTIAGO) TO BUENOS AIRES | NOV 7, 2022
SAN ANTONIO
Darwin
Channel

Atlantic
Ocean

Jorge Montt
Glacier

Pío XI Glacier

Calvo Fjord
Brujo
Glacier

Eyre Fjord
Peel Fjord
Strait of Magellan

Punta Arenas
Ushuaia

Pacific
Ocean

Included air
to BUENOS AIRES

Puerto
Montt

Drake
Passage

Note: Antarctic
Experience.
Routing/activity
dependent on
weather and
ice conditions.

King George Island
Antarctica Sound
Hope Bay
Weddell Sea

Bransfield Strait
Gerlache Strait
Paradise Bay
Lemaire Channel

Overnight stay.

ANTARCTIC SOUND

ANTARCTIC EXPERIENCE.* Antarctica instantly conjures
up iconic images of towering icebergs, vast colonies of
penguins and boundless fields of ice and snow. The Great
White Continent is the truest of wild places, and the
majesty of its pristine natural landscape is second to none.
*The Antarctic Experience, on select sailings, is represented by a dotted line on maps.

ULTIMATE HOLIDAY ANTARCTICA & SOUTH GEORGIA
21 DAYS | ROUND-TRIP BUENOS AIRES | DEC 14, 2022
Included air from/to
BUENOS AIRES

Ushuaia
Pacific
Ocean

West Point Island
Port Stanley,
Falkland Islands/ Grytviken,
South
Islas Malvinas
Georgia
Saunders Island
Steeple Jason Island
Salisbury Plain
New Island
Stromness
Isla de
Gold Harbour
los Estados
Cooper

Drake
Passage

Bransfield Strait
Gerlache Strait
Paradise Bay
Lemaire Channel

Overnight stay.
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King George
Island

Atlantic
Ocean

Antarctica
Sound
Hope Bay
Weddell Sea

Bay

Note: Antarctic and
South Georgia
Experience. Routing/
activity dependent
on weather and
ice conditions.

SOUTH GEORGIA

ANTARCTICA EXPLORATION
13 DAYS | ROUND-TRIP BUENOS AIRES | JAN 3, 25, 2023
Included air from/to
BUENOS AIRES

Ushuaia

Drake
Passage

Pacific
Ocean

Atlantic
Ocean

Note: Antarctic
Experience.
Routing/activity
dependent on
weather and
ice conditions.

King George
Island

Bransfield Strait
Gerlache Strait
Paradise Bay
Lemaire Channel

Antarctica Sound
Hope Bay
Weddell
Sea

Overnight stay.

KAYAKING WITH SEABOURN

ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITIONS
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PUERTO MONTT, CHILE

PARADISE BAY

ANTARCTICA, SOUTH GEORGIA & FALKLAND DISCOVERIES
22 DAYS | ROUND-TRIP BUENOS AIRES | FEB 16, 2023
BUENOS AIRES

Saunders Island
Steeple Jason Island
West Point Island
Ushuaia
Pacific
Ocean

Drake
Passage

Bransfield Strait
Gerlache Strait
Paradise Bay
Lemaire Channel

Note: Antarctic and
South Georgia
Experience. Routing/
activity dependent
on weather and
ice conditions.

Atlantic
Ocean

Included air
from BUENOS AIRES

Port Stanley,
Falkland Islands/
Islas Malvinas
Grytviken,
South Georgia
Salisbury Plain

New
Island

Stromness

Cooper Bay
Gold Harbour

King George Island
Antarctica Sound
Hope Bay
Weddell Sea

Overnight stay.

USHUAIA, ARGENTINA

Visit Seabourn.com for complete fares and pricing
LEGEND:

ZODIAC

KAYAKING

SUBMARINES

AMAZON
EXPEDITIONS

MANAUS
IQUITOS
The Amazon
Experience

RIO DE JANEIRO
BUENOS AIRES

Make your way up Earth’s greatest river and
journey deep into the heart of South
America, passing through the largest span
of rain forest on the planet. Kayak through
seasonally flooded forests, where you’ll find
sloths, howler monkeys and colorful birds.
Ride in a Zodiac® and learn how the river’s
rise and fall impacts the fortunes of man and
animal alike. Encounter indigenous cultures
and discover traditions of survival passed
down over millennia.

AMAZON
EXPEDITIONS
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THE HEART OF THE AMAZON
10 DAYS | IQUITOS TO MANAUS | MAR 29*, APR 8, 2023
DAYS 2-9 | THE AMAZON
EXPERIENCE
During your expedition on the Amazon
River, explore the varying environments
shaped and differentiated by the river
itself. These can be divided into three
major regions:
The Peruvian Amazon – Iquitos,
Peru, to Leticia, Colombia. The
Peruvian Amazon is enveloped in an
ocean of jungle where the seasons are
marked only by the changing river levels
and the amount of rainfall each day.
Here you will encounter the indigenous
population along the banks of the river,

DAYS 0-1 | IQUITOS
Iquitos, Peru, is a fascinating place. In
the midst of the jungle, we find a major
port nearly 2,000 miles (3,200 km)
from the sea, in the largest city on Earth
that cannot be reached by road. Here
you will embark Seabourn Venture to
begin your journey, creating a myriad
of vivid and indelible memories of
the Amazon River and the amazing
forests, fascinating creatures and the
remarkable people along its banks.
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*Sails in reverse order.

and discover age-old human traditions
surviving unaltered by the outside
world. Many unexpected, unforgettable
adventures await when you board
Zodiac® boats to explore some of the
most remote regions and exotic cultures
of the mighty Amazon.
The Frontier Amazon — Leticia,
Colombia, to Rio Jutaí, Brazil.
Picturesque, friendly Leticia is a frontier
town, hundreds of miles from the nearest
Colombian road. The stilt and floating
houses along its waterfront reveal how
closely its peoples’ lives are linked to the
river. As the riverbed narrows, the

IQUITOS

Amazon
River

Rio
Jutaí

Pevas
Leticia

MANAUS
Cuxiu
Muni

Badajos

Note: Amazon
Experience.
Routing/activity
dependent on
river/tidal
conditions.

Overnight stay.

AMAZON
EXPEDITIONS
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currents grow stronger. Our ship
passes closer to the forest, and you’ll
see less-frequent evidence of human
population. Once again board a guided
Zodiac to probe the shorelines as you
gain insights fromyour Expedition Team
about the daily activities of the people
and wildlife living here.
Flooded Forests and Blackwater
Tributaries — Rio Jutaí, Brazil, to
Manaus, Brazil. This region, rarely
seen by the outside world, is almost
like a seacoast, where the local people
make the most of the forest’s natural
products as well as cultivate the land.
It is best explored by Zodiac, and you’ll
have daily opportunities to do just that
alongside your Expedition Team
experts who will help you understand

and appreciate the astonishing
biodiversity found here.
DAY 10 | MANAUS
It’s the largest city on the Amazon and
the main port for trade between the
vast Amazon Basin and the outside
world. In Manaus, markets along the
waterfront hold exotic fish, fruits and
other products of the forests. The
impressive Teatro Amazonas Italian
Renaissance Revival Opera House
was constructed of imported
materials. The theater hosted worldfamous artists at the height of the
rubber boom, when the “rubber
barons” sent their linens across the
Atlantic to Paris
for laundering.

Visit
Seabourn.com
for complete fares
and pricing

COLONIAL COAST & AMAZON
12 DAYS | RIO DE JANEIRO TO MANAUS | MAR 17, 2023
Equator

Parintins
MANAUS
Santarém

Amazon
River

Natal
Recife

Atlantic
Ocean

Armação
dos Búzios
RIO DE JANEIRO

NATAL, BRAZIL

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

RENDERING OF THE SKY BAR

COLONIAL COAST & THE HEART OF THE AMAZON
22 DAYS | RIO DE JANEIRO TO IQUITOS | MAR 17, 2023
IQUITOS
Pevas
Leticia

Rio Jutaí
Cuxiu
Muni

Amazon
River

Santarém
Parintins
Manaus

Badajos

Equator

Natal
Recife

Note: Amazon
Experience.
Routing/activity
dependent on
river/tidal
conditions.

Armação
dos Búzios
RIO DE JANEIRO

Atlantic
Ocean

Overnight stay.

LETICIA, COLOMBIA

Combination Cruise fares include savings of up to 5%▾

AMAZON EXPERIENCE.* Enveloped in an ocean
of jungle, the Amazon is a lush and intoxicating
environment. Here, you’ll encounter indigenous
populations and discover age-old relics of their
captivating cultures, as your Zodiac® adventures
take you deeper into this remote, fascinating region.
*The Amazon Experience, on select sailings, is represented by a dotted line on maps.
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BRAZILIAN HIGHLIGHTS & THE AMAZON
19 DAYS | BUENOS AIRES TO MANAUS | MAR 10, 2023
Parintins
MANAUS
Amazon
Santarém River

Equator

Natal
Recife
Atlantic
Ocean

Montevideo
BUENOS AIRES

Armação
dos Búzios
Rio de Janeiro
Abraão
Santos

Overnight stay.

MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY

Combination Cruise fares include savings of up to 5%▾

UNIQUE TO SEABOURN VENTURE:
T WO - S TO RY WINTERGARDEN SUITE,
RENDERING OF THE LOWER FLOOR

AMAZON
EXPEDITIONS
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Visit Seabourn.com for complete fares and pricing
LEGEND:

ZODIAC

KAYAKING

BERMUDA

SEASONAL
MIGRATION
EXPEDITIONS

GREENWICH (LONDON)
ST. JOHN’S

Caribbean
Sea

BARBADOS

Panama
Canal

CAPE
VERDE

MANAUS
CALLAO

SAN ANTONIO
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SEASONAL MIGRATION
EXPEDITIONS

RIO DE JANEIRO
BUENOS
AIRES

Uncover boundless beauty and wonder
as you travel between continents and
across oceans. From the pink sand
beaches of Bermuda and the Caribbean’s
colorful reefs, transit the Panama Canal
then sail along South America’s
fascinating coastline. Call on cities built
with Spanish Colonial style and infused
with history. Venture from New World to
Old, as you chart a northeasterly course
for sunny Las Palmas, captivating Lisbon
and iconic London.

AUTUMN ATLANTIC MIGRATION
10 DAYS | ST. JOHN’S TO BARBADOS | OCT 2, 2022
ST. JOHN’S
St. Pierre

Atlantic
Ocean

Bermuda

St. Kitts

Martinique
BARBADOS

Overnight stay.

MARTINIQUE

PANAMA CANAL & THE HUMBOLDT ROUTE
14 DAYS | BARBADOS TO CALLAO (LIMA) | OCT 12, 2022
BARBADOS

Caribbean
Sea

Bocas del Toro

Atlantic
Ocean

Santa
Marta

Panama
Canal
Equator
Pacific
Ocean

Isla Lobos
de Tierra

Manta
Puerto
Bolívar
Salaverry
Islas Guañape
CALLAO

Overnight stay.

PANAMA CANAL

SAILING THE HUMBOLDT ROUTE
12 DAYS | CALLAO (LIMA) TO SAN ANTONIO (SANTIAGO) | OCT 26, 2022
CALLAO
Islas Ballestas
General San
Martín

Matarani
Arica

Pacific
Ocean

Iquique

Antofagasta
Isla Pan de Azúcar
Punta Choros
Tongoy

Coquimbo
SAN ANTONIO

Overnight stay.

PUNTA CHOROS, CHILE

BRAZILIAN HIGHLIGHTS
7 DAYS | BUENOS AIRES TO RIO DE JANEIRO | MAR 10, 2023
RIO DE JANEIRO
Abraão
Santos

BUENOS
AIRES

Atlantic
Ocean

Montevideo

Overnight stay.
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

BRIDGING TWO GREAT CONTINENTS
12 DAYS | MANAUS TO CAPE VERDE | APR 18, 2023
Atlantic
Ocean

CAPE VERDE

Devil’s
Island
Boca dos
Botos

Amazon
River

Equator

Guajara
Santarém
Parintins
MANAUS

Overnight stay.

SANTARÉM, BRAZIL

WESTERN EUROPEAN WATERWAYS
12 DAYS | CAPE VERDE TO GREENWICH (LONDON) | APR 30, 2023
GREENWICH (LONDON)

Oostend
Cherbourg

Atlantic
Ocean

Lisbon
Casablanca
Las Palmas
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CAPE VERDE, AFRICA

Visit Seabourn.com for complete fares and pricing
LEGEND:

ZODIAC

BRIDGETOWN, BARBADOS

KAYAKING

SUBMARINES

SNORKEL

SCUBA

CASABLANCA, MOROCCO

CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL ADVISOR OR CALL SEABOURN AT:
1.888.873.2675 (US) • 0344.338.8615 (UK) • 00800-18721872 (EU) • 13 24 02 (Australia)
Visit seabournexpeditions.com for more information.
▼

For full terms and conditions, please visit Seabourn.com/termsandconditions.
Other restrictions may apply. Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2021 Seabourn.
We are staying atop COVID-19 health and safety protocols, which may impact our voyages and offerings.
Find out more by visiting Seabourn.com.

SEASONAL MIGRATION
EXPEDITIONS

CAPE VERDE

ENGINEER ED FOR EX PEDITIONS
Seabourn Venture is designed and purpose-built specifically for exploring in
unprecedented elegance and ease in the most coveted and unspoiled destinations
on Earth. Get set for an ultra-luxury expedition experience like no other.

8 LOUNGES
& BARS
SPA & WELLNESS
SEABOURN
SQUARE

8 DINING EXPERIENCES

24 ZODIACS ® BOATS
2 CUSTOM-BUILT
EXPEDITION SUBMARINES
10 DOUBLE SEA KAYAKS
INFINITY POOL

EXPEDITION LOUNGE

LANDING ZONE

Where guests prepare for and return from off-ship
expedition activities.
n

n

Generous size for comfort and access to and from
Zodiacs, with room for boot storage
Guests move in small groups from the Expedition Lounge to
one of two Landing Zones to maximize their time ashore

DISCOVERY CENTER
132 ALL VERANDA, ALL OCEAN-FRONT SUITES

THREE BOW THRUSTERS
enabling nimble
manueverability

SHELL DOORS are
flush-mounted near the
waterline, making for quick
and easy, one-step boarding

Open bridge policy,* hosted by
members of the Expedition Team,
providing firsthand access to the
ship’s command center and
officers navigating your journey

PC6 ICE-STRENGTHENED HULL
taking you further to bring you
closer, into polar regions, ice-filled
fjords and more remote areas, including
the heart of the Amazon River and exotic
destinations around the world

*At the Captain’s discretion

EQUIPPED FOR EX PLOR ATION

CUSTOM-BUILT SUBM A R INES
Two six-person submarines offer unique and unforgettable undersea experiences to Seabourn Venture
guests. Piloted by experienced and licensed Expedition Team submariners, these engineering marvels are
capable of transporting guests beneath the surface, offering breathtaking views of everything from the
surreal subsea realms beneath Antarctic waters, plunging underwater cliffs in fjords, and reef walls teeming
with life in clear, tropical seas. These exceptionally rare experiences are available for an additional charge
and are operated in select destinations.
DESIGNED AND EQUIPPED FOR DISCOVERY
n

n

Two technologically advanced submarines built by U-Boat Worx B.V. (The Netherlands)
Interiors are luxuriously furnished with custom-embroidered upholstery, dual air conditioning systems
and Bluetooth stereo sound

n

Two transparent spheres with seating for three guests each

n

Seating platforms swivel 280 degrees for easy viewing on all sides

n

Capable of multiple dives a day to depths of up to 1,000 feet (300 m) at three knots

n

Powerful exterior lights reveal full color range, highlighting a fascinating underwater world

n

HD videocam systems record inside and outside action for later projection and souvenirs

n

A six-function remote arm can be used to manipulate or retrieve objects outside the sub

ZODIACS & K AYA KS
Zodiac® boats are the workhorses of our expeditions. These amazing
watercrafts revolutionized cruising to extraordinary destinations. They are
our means for landing on trackless beaches, desert isles and far-flung icy
shores where no docks or other facilities exist. They are magic carpets that
carry us on scenic passages up towering fjords, among breaching whales
and stately icebergs, and on forays into jungle-draped channels bright with
nesting birds. They deliver us to untouched coral reefs, bobbing patiently
as we snorkel or dive to our heart’s content. Our fleet of 24 Zodiacs can
all gather beside the water-level shell doors on either side of Seabourn
Venture, allowing us the option to take all guests on a complimentary
Zodiac tour at once.

grace as we approach wildlife at eye level, finding them curious and
unafraid. Noiseless, they allow us to enjoy the snaps of brash ice in a
glacier’s meltwater, the musical sound of a waterfall and the ceaseless
breath of breeze through old-growth forest. We can navigate tangled
mangrove thickets teeming with life above and below the water, and slide
over multicolored tropical coral gardens. Led by an expert member of
our Expedition Team, these excursions offer an appealing option available
for an additional charge.

SNOR K EL & SCUBA GEA R
Snorkeling and scuba gear will open your eyes to the colorful underwater
world in warm-water destinations. An array of masks, snorkels and fins
assures everyone a good fit. Expedition Team members can help beginners
get started and show you the best snorkeling spots. Scuba divers with an
advanced or higher qualification will have the complimentary opportunity to
go diving in select locations around the world. Seabourn Venture will provide
tanks and weight belts. All dives will be led by a qualified divemaster.
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EXTRAORDINARY
EXPEDITIONS

Double sea kayaks glide silently along shorelines, moving with silken

DESIGNED FOR DISCOVERY
A WOR LD - CL ASS
EX PEDITION TEA M
SHARING THEIR KNOWLEDGE, SHARING
YOUR VOYAGE.
Your experienced Seabourn Expedition Team is a select group of academics,
scientists and general naturalists who share your passion for exploring and
learning about the world’s remote regions. They bring all their masterful
scholarly accomplishments and their logistic skills to facilitate unparalleled
experiences. On board, they provide expert insights into the biodiversity,
ecosystems, physical science, history and culture of the places you visit, both
in formal Seabourn Conversations® presentations and casual discussions over
meals or at leisure. They also guide your off-ship expedition to enhance and
enrich your interaction and engagement with destinations.

ROBIN WEST
Robin West is one of the most experienced and respected expedition
leaders in the world. As Seabourn’s Vice President and General Manager of
Expeditions, he hand-selects our Expedition Leaders and team members
to ensure you will benefit from their expertise in a variety of disciplines, as
well as their passion for adventure and discovery. Originally from South
ROBIN WEST,
VICE PRESIDENT &
GENERAL MANAGER,
EXPEDITIONS

Africa, Robin began his adventure travel career as a scuba instructor and
dive tour operator. His zeal for adventure led him to expedition cruising,
and over the past 18 years, he has joined a small group of elite expedition
travel specialists who guide voyages to the farthest reaches of the world.

“We’re very excited to work together with an outfitter who has an
established heritage and passion for innovation in the outdoor

apparel industry — Seabourn and Helly Hansen have a shared view
that the world around us has so much to offer, and with the right
gear, travelers can enjoy these places no matter the conditions.”
—Robin West
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EXCELLENCE IN THE EX TR EME
Helly Hansen is the official apparel partner for Seabourn, making them the sole provider of outdoor gear
for guests and the Expedition Teams. On our polar expeditions, Seabourn will provide complimentary
Helly Hansen parkas and backpacks as a gift to its guests. The Seabourn PolarShield® parkas have
been custom-designed by Seabourn and Helly Hansen, featuring a Helly Tech® outer shell coupled
with a removable insulator puff jacket inside. Seabourn WaterShield®, a custom-built waterproof
backpack designed especially for Seabourn guests, will also be provided. Each item name includes
the word “shield” to pay homage to the Seabourn brand shield in its logo.
Helly Hansen has been outfitting professionals working in the elements for 142 years since its
founder, sea captain Helly Juell Hansen, created the first supple waterproof fabrics to keep his crew
dry and protected. Helly Hansen gear is worn and trusted by explorers on
oceans, mountains, and in some of the world’s harshest environments.
The Expedition Team and guests will both be protected from the elements
with Helly Hansen gear. Guests will receive Helly Hansen parkas and
backpacks starting with the 2022 inaugural season of Seabourn Venture
in the polar regions.

COMPLIMENTARY
POLARSHIELD PARKA

EXTRAORDINARY
EXPEDITIONS
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R END ER ING O F THE RESTAURANT

R END ER ING O F THE RESTAURANT

UNR IVA LED DINING
EX PER IENCES AT SEA
Dining is an important facet of Seabourn’s hospitality. Our skilled
culinary team produces fresh, delicious and memorable cuisine
equal to the finest restaurants anywhere, even as we sail in the most
remote destinations.
Seabourn Venture offers guests an appealing array of tempting dining experiences, including:
THE RESTAURANT Fine dining in an elegant, open-seating dining room for breakfast,
lunch and dinner
THE COLONNADE A more casual alternative for buffet or table service breakfast and lunch,
and themed dinner served tableside, including family-style menus by Michelin-starred
Chef Thomas Keller
THE PATIO Casual, alfresco dining for lunch, weather permitting
SUSHI IN THE CLUB A variety of sushi bites are freshly made to order every evening

PANTRY IN THE BOW LOUNGE Help yourself to freshly prepared light fare and
refreshments as you scan the horizon
CONSTELLATION LOUNGE The spot for early-risers’ pastries and beverages,
elegant afternoon Tea Time and cocktail-time tapas
24-HOUR IN-SUITE DINING Choose from a varied menu anytime, or have dinner
from The Restaurant menu served course-by-course in your suite or on your veranda
All dining options are complimentary, as are fine wine pairings selected by our sommeliers.
Cocktails and other beverages are also complimentary everywhere on board.

R END ER ING O F CONSTELLATION LOUNGE
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EXTRAORDINARY
EXPEDITIONS

SEABOURN SQUARE A sociable oasis serving delectable specialty coffees, pastries, sandwiches
and homemade gelati throughout the day and into the evening

YOUR GR ACIOUS HOME
AWAY FROM HOME
From the creative mind of famed designer Adam D. Tihany,
the ship’s design is made to be as inspiring to the senses as
the places it explores.

R END ERING OF PANORAMA VERANDA SUITE

SEABOURN VENTURE SUITES:
Your spacious suite welcomes you with complimentary Champagne and a fully stocked bar with your preferences.
Thoughtfully designed for adventurers, with features such as a personal heated wardrobe for expedition gear,
they are also tastefully curated with fine furnishings. Our ocean-front suites all feature expansive views, opening
onto private verandas for relaxing, wildlife and landscape viewing, or entertaining.
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R END ER ING OF PENTHOUSE SUITE

PENTHOUSE AND PREMIUM SUITES:
For even more luxurious space and amenities, Seabourn Venture has a limited number of Owner’s,
Signature and Wintergarden offering extended dining areas, guest baths and wet bars, as well as
additional amenities and special features — such as our extraordinary new two-story Wintergarden
be connected to adjoining Veranda Suites to form Grand Suite configurations with multiple sleeping
areas, bathrooms and verandas, perfect for families or groups traveling together.
For full descriptions and amenities by suite category visit Seabourn.com.

R END ERING OF SIGNATURE SUITE LIVING ROOM
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EXTRAORDINARY
EXPEDITIONS

Suites, or the private canopied whirlpool spas in Signature Suite verandas. Our Wintergarden Suite can

THE SEABOURN ALL-INCLUSIVE
EXPEDITION DIFFERENCE
Purpose-built expedition ship, PC6 ice-strengthened hull, with advanced
maneuvering technology for superior stability, safety and comfort
World-class Expedition Team, delivering immersive experiences
All veranda, all ocean-front suites luxuriously appointed
Handcrafted itineraries developed for the expedition traveler to the most
coveted and remote destinations in the world
Intimate ships with spacious accommodations throughout
Intuitive, personalized service provided by staff passionate about
exceeding guests’ expectations

Optional excursions with kayaks and custom-built six-person submarines
as an extension of your expedition for further ocean exploration**
Welcome Champagne and complimentary in-suite bar stocked with
your preferences
Open bridge policy,* hosted by members of the Expedition Team, providing
firsthand access to the ship’s command center and the officers navigating
your journey
World-class dining venues are all complimentary; dine where, when
and with whom you wish
Tipping is neither required, nor expected
Complimentary premium spirits and fine wines available on board
at all times
Meticulous and purposeful adventurers’ resort at sea designed for the
luxury traveler with unique attributes and spaces to enhance your experience
Spa & Wellness with Dr. Andrew Weil, featuring an exclusive mindful
living program**
Committed to environmental stewardship and sustainability
*At the Captain’s discretion
**Optional for charge
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EXTRAORDINARY
EXPEDITIONS

Inclusive expedition experiences with Zodiacs, scuba diving
and snorkeling

CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL ADVISOR OR CALL SEABOURN AT:
1.888.873.2675 (US) • 0344.338.8615 (UK) • 00800-18721872 (EU) • 13 24 02 (Australia)
Visit seabournexpeditions.com for more information.

MAILING# SEA17683C

YOU R H E A LT H A N D S A F E T Y C O M E F I R S T
When you cruise with Seabourn, your well-being is our number-one priority. We will continue to
follow strict protocols relating to your embarkation in port and your experience on board to ensure
your health and safety as well as that of our crew and the people at the destinations we visit.

